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Buy that U. S. Savings Bond Today! The best invest
ment in the world.

Organizing Is Everybody's Job
We have members in our organization who honestly be

lieve that it is the organizer’s job to do all the organizing of 
the unorganized, and will not do anything themselves Ix'cause 
they think these fellows are getting paid to do the job.

This never was true. The best any organizer can do 
is to assist people who already want to organize. Organizers 
are sent where people are ready to be organized. If they go 
where men are not ready, the only way they can be success
ful is through the help of the? local people who know the 
benefits of Ixdng organized. Folks will listen to their neigh
bors much more quickly than they will listen to strangers.

Unions were started by workers getting together and talk
ing over ways to better their conditions, then by going over 
on the other side of town and telling others how simple it 
is to help themselves. This went on until unions became 
strong enough to put on organizers to assist the membership 
in its continual campaign to organize the unorganized work
ers in every community.

No union can continue to be progressive if its mem
bers l>ecome satisfied and sit down, because the members 
are the union. The life of our union, as well as all other 
unions, depends on our ability to get new members. Stop this 
source of life and we are on the road to sure death. Some 
local unions have an organizing committee that makes re
ports at every meeting, and makes talks on the need for or
ganizing. This helps to encourage the membership to talk 
to pottery workers who are not organized, and it does a lot 
of good.

There is no way you can do more for your fellowmon 
than to convince him he should Im» in a union. There are a 
few members in almost all of the local unions who are 
willing to give a part of their time to help out in this im
portant job, because they understand that union shops are 
benefited as well as the ones being organized.

Being obligated into a union means more than just pay
ing dues. There never was a time when organizers needed 
help from the members more than they do now. If everyone 
will vive the organizers a little assistance, we will all be 
benefited.

With living coats high up and no brake on runaway prices, the 
people are forced to stop buying beyond bare necessities. Wartime 
savings are converted into needed cash. And it is not the workers and 
salaried employes who call the tune. The rich are the worst offenders, 
not out of necessity but by choice. It is the old story, repeated time 
and again through all the economic crises of mankind. Those who 
have most to lose are usually the first ones to retrench, which brings 
about the conditions they fear most. What happens when the bubble 
bursts and the lesson, in form of mass unemployment and widespread 
misery, comes home, is not difficult to foresee.
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! TAFT-HARTLEY LAW 
EXPOSED!

Are You A Safe Worker?
• Industrial safety is a subject which deserves more con

sideration by every member of organized labor throughout 
the entire nation. Labor as a whole has made splendid prog
ress in helping to eliminate many of the causes of unsafe 
working conditions but it is high time that each and every 
individual member put some serious thought to ways and 
means of making his or her job a safer place to be.

Speaking from experience, we know that it is not un
usual for the average employe to takejin antagonistic and 
indifferent attitude toward most safety rules of the firm 
for which he works but if we take time to think about the 
matter for just a short time we can see how foolish it is 
for us to assume an attitude* of indifference or carelessness.

If we are injured on the job, it is true that the employer 
loses but his lose is in terms of dollars and cents while the 
loss of the injured is not only measured in terms of dollars 
and cents but in terms of suffering and privation as well. 
The injured and his or her dependents are really, the ones 
who suffer. They are really the ones who need an efficient 
safety program in every branch of American industry. If 
we only give just a wee bit of thought to the possible effects 
of accidental deaths or lost-time accidents as it would effect 
us and our families then we would have gone a long way 
toward being a safer workman.

It is very easy in case of accident to criticize the em
ployer and find his faults in not having made the job safe. 
Many of them deserve criticism and more, but at the* same 
time let us take a look and see if we have done our part. 
Let us be sure that we are doing our part and then let us 
demand of the employer, in no uncertain terms, that he do 
his part for the benefit of us both.

Remember, industrial safety is not a luxury, but an 
absolute economic necessity.

"Come On, Chm— 

When Does The Third Round Start?

Production And Inflation
Where is that increased production we were promised 

when OP A was killed by a coalition of profit hungry inter
ests? Statistics show that production during the summer 
and fall of 1917 was nearly the same as during the summer 
and fall of 1946. With the same production as 1946 profits 
broke all records in 1947. The answer appears to be that 
some manufacturers are taking the “easy” road to profits— 
through higher price instead of more production. More prof- 
:ts through more production loads to a healthy economy— 
more profits through higher prices leads to a sick one.

Labor Backs Children's Appeal
William Green president of the American - Federation 

of Labor, has given powerful impetus to the American Over
seas Aid-United Nation Appeal for Children by strongly en
dorsing the campaign.

American Overseas Aid is a federation of major volun
tary American agencies for foreign relief and also represents 
America’s effort for the UN* Appeal for Children. The Labor 
League for Human Bights, the official relief arm of the AFL, 
is a participating agency.

In his letter of endorsement President Green wrote Lee 
Marshall, national chairman of the appeal campaign, that 
“It was with great gratification that 1 learned that Ameri
can voluntary agencies had formed American Overseas Aid 
and had joined with the United Nations Appeal for Children 
for Hie fcoba purpose of bringing some relief to those left 
destitute by wor, particularly children.”

** f Pointing out that the Labor League for Human Rights 
is a participating agency, Green further said, “As president 
of the Ann rican Federation of Labor I endorse the campaign 
of the American Overseas Aid-United Nations Appeal for 
Children and call ujxjn the membership of the federation to 
give guxuuiw support.”

WASHINGTON' 
WINDOW WSi

Half Free and Half Slave
‘isf

To the student of world affairs Soviet aggression and 
treachery are no news. The Moscow-engineered betrayal 
and partitioning of Poland, the conquest of the Baltic states, 
the enslavement of the Balkans and the efforts to dominate 
the Middle and Near East, are all parts of a history too re
cent for Americans to forget.

Even so, the secret official documents of the Commu- 
nist-Nazi partnership—made public by the State Depart
ment a few days ago—will shock the most cynical and turn 
the stomachs of the least squeamish. These documents, 
taken from the archives of the German Foreign Office, be
gin with the flirtation of the two dictators in the spring of 
1939. They run through a totalitarian marriage of conven
ience to the summer of 1940 followed by growing friction 
over future control of Eastern and South-eastern Europe, 
and end in the German invasion of Soviet Russia in June, 
i94i. :

The latest chaper in the sordid story of Moscow double
dealing has been written in recent years. Thanks to short
sighted Western allied policies Stalin got ultimate control of 
Eastern Europe to an extent not envisioned by the Nazis, 
his former partners in crime. He also has the whip-hand 
in large parts of Western Europe—with what results no 
one can tell.

Labor, knowing Communist intrigues and betrayal from 
firsthand experience, is fully aware of the Soviet menace. 
It is true now as it was true in the past that the world can
not live half free and half slave. Relatedly but not too late, 
others are now learning the truth. "

Bad Laws Impede Enforcement
Rev. Wayne Womer, head of the dry forces of Vir

ginia, calls himself “realistic” because he believes he can do 
more for the social welfare by working with liquor admin
istrators to get enforcement of the “complex control laws” 
than by bending all his energies to bring about a return of 
prohibition. “The people want legal sale,” he contends, “let’s 
give it to them under the best conditions.

As one who desires strict liquor law enforcement, Wo
mer necessarily opposes unnecessary, unworkable and un- 
enforceeable restrictions. He would like also to see control of
ficials get adequate personnel and funds to do the job. Bad 
Jaws, he points out, impede enforcement. The drys who take 
delight in thinking up ways to cripple the liquor industry 
could learn from the Virginia temperance leader who ptfts 
the social welfare above personal whim and predilection. 
Uquor administrators agree that impractical restrictions 
which cannot be enforced only complicate the job of enforce
ment. Let so-called wets and drys, together, work for better 
law enforcement and less unnecessary regulation.

The Little Things Count
It is not always the great events that matter. Give us 

for real, everyday life the little things, the human frailties 
which rarely find their way into newspaper columns. Here 
arc some picked at random from our desk:

A German woman has received 2,437 offers of marriage 
in reply to her advertisement in a local paper that she oc
cupied a two-room apartment and received two food pack
ages monthly from the United States.

A woman in Cambridge, Mass., admitted she purposely 
feeds whisky to her husband and turns his over to police each 
time he is released from periodic drunkenness sentences. The 
explanation: Sober, free and industrious, he earns $30 a 
week; drunk and locked up, he makes her and her children 
eligible for welfare checks totaling about $60 a week.

American housewives spend precious time on mixing 
yellow coloring into margarine—a job which the manufac
turers can handle without extra cost if the lawmakers would 
only let them. Margarine is presently bought by 84 percent 
of all American households, roughly 31 million families. Yet 
every move to repeal anti-margarine legislation has been 
pigeonholed, with results increasingly harmful to consumers 
and the shrunken purses of the working people.

Here is life in the raw, not the sort of insane make- 
believe which slick magazines dish out to the public. A so
ciety so twisted within itself that thrift becomes vice, a 
two-room apartment an unattainable dream and outdated 
laws the acme of economic statesmanship, ought to take a 
good look at itself. It might discover that an ounce of preven
tion still pay$.

Put New Life Into This Great Reform!
A great reform, started by progressive heroes of the 

past, has unfortunately been allowed to lapse, and now is 
waiting for a new fight by progressives of today.

The pin pose of the reform is to enable the American 
people, instead of a “few men in smoke-filled rooms,” to 
choose the candidates of the various parties for the Presi
dency of the United States.

This proposal becomes more important every day, as 
the President wields greater and greater power in this coun
try and in the world.

About 40 years ago, began a movement for “presidential 
primary elections,” in which the people of a state, in one way 
or another, could designate the man they wanted as their 
party’s candidate.

In some states, the voters could elect the “delegates” 
pledged to cast their ballots for a particular candidate at 
the national conventions. In other states, voters expressed 
their “preference” for candidates, to guide convention dele
gates.

The “initiative and referendum,” the “recall” of public 
officials, and direct election of United States senators, were 
other parts of the plan to put more power in the people’s 
hands.

The politicians of both parties opposed all the moves, 
and have constantly tried to undo them. They have succeed
ed in wiping out the presidential primary in many of the 
states where it once existed, and have nullified it in others.

At the peak of the movement, in 1916, presidential pri
mary laws had been passed in 24 states, half of the 48, and 
the idea seemed about to sweep the country. Instead, it has 
gone downhill. Political bosses again control the conventions 
which pick the candidates for President.

Where is the new crop of progressives who will take up 
this fight?

CAVIL-CADE
By LES FINNEGAN

LITTLE MAN IN DIAPERS
After the world recovered from its first shock over the death of 

India’s seer, Gandhi, colorful anecdotes and biographical material 
drifted through. One report had it that Gandhi for a long time had 
considered coming to the United States. Finally he ruled against it 
because he feared ridicule and contempt due to his novel appearance. 
The strange little man did not want to be laughed at, and misunder
stood.

In one way Gandhi is the symbol of every alien. The Italian im
migrant of the early industrial period did not like to be called a wop 
or dago. The Hungarian immigrants did not like to be referred to as 
Lohunks. The Jews did not like to be called yids—the Negroes, niggers. 
Granted that the American propensity for judging only by the sur
face perhaps hastened a superficial Americanization progress, it is 
much to our credit that we missed the real significance of the immi
grants who came to our shores. It is likely that such attitudes now 
stand in the way of America’s true world mission and leadership.

Take Gandhi. In his influence upon millions he probably was the 
greatest individual in the world, at the time of his death. Gandhi 
did not want power, he craved, in its stead, influence. And he had it, 
not only with his countrymen, but throughout the world. He was the 
modem embodiment of Christian principles. He breathed life into the 
gospels. He lived them. He made them work. Gandhi declared plainly 
that his policy of non-resistance came directly from the Christian 
Bible. He craved for the war-torn world good will and cooperation. 
He became the world’s conscience.

Viewed in this light, the little man in diapers becomes a colossal 
figure of lasting significance. When the assassin fired into his frail 
body three fatal bullets, when the little man fixed his dark eyes upon 
the murderer as if he had already forgiven him, Christians everywhere 
saw the reenactment of the living story of the Crucifixion. Rejected 
of men.

There is one school of present day philosophy that holds that the 
world is doomed—doomed because it has wondered far away from 
the primary good of life. Certainly, Gandhi’s philosophy has more 
meaning for a war-terrified world than battleships, jet-propelled aero- 
pplanes and atom bombs. Certainly, on a hard-headed practical basis * 
America cannot hold to a world made safe for democracy, and ignore 
good will, cooperation and peace.

Millions in India have taken up this torch of civilization where 
Gondhi dropped it. When millions outside of India do so, the world will 
turn toward peace rather than war.
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Nobody’s going to profit out of the next war, declared a high 
State Dep’t official last week. The Army had an answer for that. 
The House Armed Services Committee, investigating tax-free govern
ment pensions, discovered that one retired Navy officer is drawing 
$550 from the government each month while earning $125,000-a-year 
in private industry. Eighty-one other officers reported annual pri
vate incomes of $10,000 or more while drawing down retirement pay. 
Maybe no one is goir.£ to profit by the next war but by the time it 
comes around, our retired brass-hats will have enough stashed away 
in their saf£ deposit boxes to finance it all by themselves.

The most soul-searing cry for justice heard in the current Con
gress was wrenched from the agonized lips of Rep. Fred Crawford 
(R., Mich.) last week. Crawford, who is referred to sis General Motors’ 
representative in Congress, wept that “Congress is crucifying indus
try. I am tired or all this demagogy about soaking the rich when it 
is no longer possible to become rich, and all we have left are tired 
old men.’’ The next day the financial pages reported that the tired 
old men of crucified General Motors had cleared si net of $307,000,000.

U. S. Steel’s net profits jumped7 from $88,000,000 to $126,000,- 
000 in 1947. Bethlehem’s Steel’s net profits jumped from $41,000,000 
to $51,000,000 in 1947. Nat’I Steel Corp, net profits jumped from $6,- 
000,000 to $26,000,000. It’s become obvious that the only thing that 
will compel the industry to expand will be the need for bigger and 
better steel vaults to keep these profits in. ’ r-

From the Washington Daly News, Jan. 30:
“A committee of Ohio meat packers lavishly wined and dined 

Ohio Congressman at the Statler Hotel last night in a hush-hush 
lobbying party that they tried hard to keep out of the newspapers.”

From the Washinfton Daily News, Feb. 3:
“Cleveland—-The president of the American Stock Yards Ass’n 

today predicted higher prices and a shorter supply during the next 
11 months.”

What this country needs is a shorter supply of Ohio Congress
men, less hush and more hash, more bull in the meat markets and 
less in the Senate. 

Rep. Clare Hoffman (R... Mich.), who wears specially tailored 
clothes without pockets because- his right hand doesn’t trust his left 
hand, went back to his old union-baiting stand with the House Labor 
Committee. A subpoenaed union witness told him, “The Taft-Hartley 
law is an atrocity. We have been thrown back 50 years.” Eager for 
a killing, Hoffman asked “Do you think that’s far enough?” “No.” 
retorted the unionist. “Not if you expect us to match the 1498 mem- 
tality of this committee.” Michigan unionists say that the biggest 
stock in Hoffman’s lift* came two years ago when someone told him 
that Labor Day had not been set aside to honor the Chicago cops 
in the Memorial Day massacre and Rockefeller’s coal and iron police 
in the Ludlow massacre. 

The Taft-Hartley law was passed only because southern Demo
crats in Congress joined northern Republicans. The southerners who 
voted for the anti-labor law got their reward last wee from Senators 
Taft and Ball when they voted in the Senate Labor Committee against 
an FEPC law. The Rankins, Bilbos and Ku Kluxers quickly became 
allies of Taft, who represents the party that freed the slaves, in order 
to keep the slaves from enjoying their freedom.

The Senate War Investigating Committee discovered that indus
try and big business can spend hundreds of thousands of dollars tax- 
free in what it calles “We-Print-This-As-A-Public-Service” advertise
ments. These ads can reproduce columnists who are anti-labor and 
anti-publie. Hundreds of millions of dollars were spent by industry 
during the war in this way, according to Sen. Brewster (R., Me.), 
who pointed out that taxpayers footed the bill. If hundreds of millions 
were spent by labor to present its point of view to the public, the A' 
first thing the NAM would do would be to demand taxes on unions. 
But before that the NAM would make sure that laws would be en
acted to prevent labor from spending more than it would cost to 
elect an NAM Congress. 

The NAM plans to spend thousands of dollars in its challenge of 
the constitutionality of the lobbying law. The NAM has told the 
courts, in effect, that it can’t “live” with a lobbying law at the same 
time it is spending hundreds of thousands of dollars telling labor that 
it must learn to “live” with the Taft-Hartley law. Once again it 
proves the NAM’s philosophy of “live-and-let-live”—let the indus
trialist live on $200,000 a year and the wage earner on $2,000.

A new state anti-labor law in Delaware is the answer to a 
union-busting employer’s prayer. The law (which may be copied in 
other states) says that the boss has the legal right to attend a union 
meeting where a strike is discussed and to present his arguments. 
The strike vote can be invalid unless the boss is heard. Such a pro
cedure would be illegal under the Wagner Ace and union leaders point 
out that this law permits the employer to spot every militant labor 
man and blackball him afterward. The daily press and employers con- 
tend this is only fair.

Mavbe it is, but labor has a hell of a lot of difficulty understand- 
ing this logic when it proposes taht it be permitted to address the 
NAMs and Chamber of Commerce when they vote on anti-union poli
cies. The millenium will come when, in Delaware (home of the duPonts 
who control General Motors) the state law is amended to permit 
Walter Reuther to influence the board of directors. And listen to their 
vote on “starving out” a UAW strike as they did once before.
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h NEWS and VIEWS 
f > By ALEXANDER S. LIP^ELL (An ILNS Feature)

When AFL President William Green predicts an upsurge 
strikes this summer, he has much evidence on his side. It is t 
that strikes have sharply diminished since enactment of the Taft- 
Hartley law. But is is also true that many unions negotiated one-year 
extensions of existing contracts just before the law went into effect.

The AFL leadership, in a joint statement, also condemned grow- 
Thus an impression of peace has been created where there is only an 
ing governmental interference with legitimate union activities. It asks, 
or rather observes: “How anyone can expect unions to function and 
industrial production to proceed smoothly when labor-management re
lations are tied up with legal red tape is beyond reason and common 
sepse.” Another significant point raised by the council is the terrific 
coet'of labor legislation to the American taxpayers. Under the new 
law a single collective bargaining election sometimes costs as much as 
$1,000,000. Unions had in several instances to go to great expense to 
square with tho new bureaucracy.

But to return to the main argument. Whether a rash of strikes 
will materialize is hard to say. CIO leaders—and the CIO, after all, 
has been responsible for most labor conflicts in recent years—an* con
vinced that new contracts embodying higher wages cun be negotiated 
without a repetition of last year’s industrial strife. Similar views 
have been expressed in management circles.

XThe Taft-Hartley law, as it stands today, contains a number of 
undesirable and unfair features. The U. S. Supreme Court will have 
its say on injunctions, phony damage suits aganist unions, etc., but 
meantime great damage is likely to be done. A constructive labor pro
gram, together with proposals as to which specific sections of the law 
need to be change! in the inteiest'of industrial peace, might have a 
greater effect on the public mind than a general indictment that merely 
underscores the stalemate betwewen Congress and organized labor.

Simultaneous with these developments on the American labor 
front, press dispatches report negotiations for thousands of union 
contracts in Stalin’s so-called socialist empire. The Soviet Central 
Council of Trades Unions has instructed its affiliates to pay principal 
attention to wage problems and increased production quotas. Piece 
wage rates and special production bonuses are specifically recommend
ed.

According to these sources, the average wage of the Russian in
dustrial worker has increased nearly one-third in 1947; real wage 
gains have been even more pronounced. Democratic labor in America 
and Europe will hardly be taken in by this sort of propaganda drivel. 
Of greater significance is the interest of Russian labor in improved 
production and work methods, as evidenced by the many inventions 
and suggestions advanced by the men themselves. In the shipbuilding 
industry alone, workers’ suggestions have supposedly resulted in a 
saving of 50 million rubles during the first half of 1947, nearly double 
that of the entire preceding year.

These reports undoubtedly contain an element of wishful think
ing and downright lying. But there is no doubt that Russian labor 
exercises great influence within the sphere of industry and social 
activities. At the meating just reported, questions arising from the 
abolition of rationing, currency reform and housing shortages also 
occupied the minds of the delegates. Hope for a greater workers’ 
share in formulating and enforcing the economic policies of the Krem
lin wa ■ expressed.

Russia’s entire labor trend is toward increased production and great
er industrialization. The cat was. let out of the nag by a Russian re
porter who writes: “The main object of the new agreements is to 
achieve on the basis of higher labor productivity a rate of increase in 
output that would insure the fulfillment of the five-year plan in 
four years.”

.This stepping-up conforms to the policies of the Kremlin. The 
Soviet union conference merely re-echoed the orders of Stalin and his 
confederates, who are determined to shorten the lag between Russian 
and American production by means which no democratic worker 
would w.li.ngly accept.

By J. ALBERT WOLL and HERBERT S. THATCHER 
(Member of the law firm of Padway, Woll, Thatcher, Glenn 
Wilson, serving as general counsel for the American Federa- 
of Labor)
This is the ninth of a series of articles to be published by the 

’ AFL Weekly News Service in refutation of an article appearing in
; the Saturday Evening Post which praised the Taft-Hartley law 

to the skies. Author of the Post article was J. Mack Swigert, law 
partner of Senator Robert A. Taft—enough said.

. NO. 9—THE “SO-CALLED 14 PRIVILEGES” OF THE 
if TAFT HARTLEY LAW—(Continued)

-J4, “Security Against Abuse of Health and Welfare Funds”
The final alleged “privilege” granted under the act is found in 

the regulations imposed upon the establishment and use of health 
and welfare funds. Again, here is an instance of the granting of a 
privi’-jre already enjoyed. Most health and welfare funds were already 
established for the same purposes as specified in the act, and such 
funds were, for the most part, administered as prescribed in the act. 
The principle objection which can be made to the regulation is that 
the number of possible objects of health and welfare funds has been 
too greatly limited. As our economy has evolved, it has been found 
that there are many types of security provisions which, are necessary 
in particular industries, and the present law prevents the establish
ment of funds to meet these particular situations.

The foregoing, then, are the fourteen “privileges” which have 
“4>cended on the workingman without his knowledge like a legacy.” 
Mfcre truthfully could the author of the “Post” article have stated 
that these were the fourteen privileges which have descended on the 
workingman without his knowledge like a ton of bricks, or like a 
legacy of a white elephant. To anyone with even a superficial know
ledge of the functioning of the trade union movement in our modern 
industrial economy, it is obvious that for every “claimed” gain which 
the workingman has been accorded under the Taft-Hartley Act, the 
workingman has, at the same time, been accorded a hundred detri
ments. Indeed, so vicious are many of the provisions of the Taft-Hart
ley Act that labor would have been better off with an outright repeal 
of the Wagner Act. This is said with full knowledge and appreciation 
of the tremendous benefits which that act did confer upon the workers 
of this country.
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